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Amalgamation
“The action, process, or result of combining 

or uniting.”

Based on the Medieval Latin,

 Amalgamate
“Combine or unite to form one organization 

or structure.”

In Chemistry 

“An alloy metal with Mercury”
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I See You



Stare into the abyss,

For long enough,

You may be able to see,

There is nothing but time.
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You See I



You See I

The abyss stares at you,

Standing as nothing,

But nature,

In all her glorious forms,

Twisting, and winding, and melding 

Together.
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Two Ends of the Scale



Two Ends of the scale,

Two sides of the same coin,

Inner and outer,

Higher and Lower,

This and That.
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Lenses of Perception



Lenses of Perception

Zoom in on what, for you, it is to be,

Add lenses or take them away,

Do whatever it is you think you must 

do,

Remember to see as clear as day.

What use is a blurry image?
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Mind of the Beholder



Mind of the Beholder

Yet here you are,

At the centre of it all,

Found in the rough,

More responsibility than you know 

what to do with.

An uncut gem is what you are.
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Fabric of Reality



Don’t buckle under pressure,

for you are the very reality itself,

The fabric of existence,

When you clench,

The whole world clenches with you.
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Fall into One’s Self



Fall into One’s Self

Fall into oneself and fear not,

For the world goes round and round,

At its climax, you lay,

You are what the world was waiting 

for,

Trust, when the hole in your image 

appears,

Fall into yourself,
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Reach



Reach

Up, Down,
Left, Right,

In, Out,
Directionless direction.

Follow the current,
Follow the waves.
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Seek Harmony



Seek Harmony

Beneath you are Gaia and waves,

Above you are Uranus and waves,

Within and without you,

There too, are waves,

Motions of the self,

Balanced by forces out of our control.
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Object of Desire



The light rests in front of you,

The power to reach it is in your hands,

In silent darkness, 

Turn back to see the sun and all his 

planets,

All their moons,

Could not exist without,

You in your image.
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Thank You for reading
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